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NEW QUESTION: 1
Der USER hat die folgenden Felder: ID, FIRST_NAME, LAST_NAME.
FIRST_NAME, LAST_NAME haben den gleichen Grundtyp und die
gleiche LÃ¤nge. Sie mÃ¶chten die Felder FIRST_NAME, LAST_NAME
miteinander vergleichen.
Welche der folgenden SELECT-Anweisungen kÃ¶nnen Sie verwenden?
Es gibt 2 richtige Antworten auf diese Frage.
A. SELECT * FROM users INTO TABLE It_users WHERE Vorname =

Nachname des Benutzers
B. SELECT * FROM Benutzer als INTO TABLE It_users
WO a.first_name = a.last_name
C. SELECT * FROM users INTO TABLE It_users
WO Vorname = Benutzer .last_name.
D. SELECT * FROM users AS a INTO TABLE. It_users WHERE a
first_name = last_name.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
In addition to web security and email security, which feature
is a main component of the Cisco web and email security
solution?
A. malware protection
B. Next-Generation Intrusion Prevention System
C. Next-Generation Firewall
D. DNS-layer security
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Workloads that are constantly using resources would prevent
other VMs from accessing them, causing performance issues.
Instead, if they use little and spend time waiting then
resources are available for other VMs. Access to physical
resources would prevent major virtualization benefits like HA
etc.
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